FREE Scientific and Editorial Review of Grant Applications
for FACULTY in the Schools of the Health Sciences

Receive expert critical review by trained scientists in the Office of Research, Health Sciences

- For NIH Career Development (K), Cooperative Agreement (U), Program Project/Center (P), Research (R), and Training (T) mechanisms, and applications for funding from federal agencies and foundations (NSF, DoD/CDMRP, PCORI, ACS, AHA etc.):
  - Scientific review of specific aims and research plan
  - Grantsmanship advice
  - Editorial review for language and clarity
  - Review for alignment with funding announcement and agency priorities

- For multi-investigator applications and research programs:
  - Individual projects reviewed for clarity, logical flow, and scientific validity
  - Applications edited for style and logistical consistency of projects/cores

Office of Research, Health Sciences

For more information, visit www.oorhs.pitt.edu

Or contact Dr. Tony Brickner AGB10@pitt.edu